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The recent proposal to detect Dark Matter through the Aharonov-Bohm
effect [10] has renovated the interest for cosmological solutions based upon
magnetic monopoles [8]. Challenging the Λ-CDM paradigm, some alterna-
tive representations are grounded on interactions with hypothetical magnetic
charges [6] whereas others suppose the influence of relic magnetic atoms [4].
This raises two apparently separate issues about why magnetic monopoles
have never been spotted and where those elusive particles come from. More
than a decade ago ([1, 2, 3]) we described the materialization of mass from
radiant energy as a process requiring the indistinguishability between the
inertial reference frames at v = c (SOL, i.e., speed of light) and those at
v < c (STL, i.e., slower than light). Such rigorous interpretation of the
relativity principle could clarify the entanglement between temporally sepa-
rated photons [7] and would allow the self-interacting electromagnetic rings,
possible in SOL reference frames (characterized by atemporality), to be per-
ceived as electromagnetic helices for STL observers. Namely, we assumed
that a charged mass (both electric and magnetic) could be an electromag-
netic helix, thus explaining some intrinsic quantities of particles and the
absence of magnetic monopoles at low energies. Our model has been indi-
rectly corroborated by the observation of the light self-torque [9] and could
find future confirmation from a promising method to determine the geometry
of an electron [5]. We wish to illustrate some topological questions behind
a so formulated mathematical-physical theory, included a falsification test
currently being assembled at CERN’s MoEDAL.
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